The immense range of colours that we see belies the relative simplicity of the system underlying colour vision. We see colours because each of the three distinct types of cone photoreceptor in our retinae is sensitive to a different range of wavelengths of light. The L, M and S cones, colloquially called red (R), green (G), and blue (B), are selective for long, middle and short wavelengths, respectively. The principle of univariance dictates that once a cone has captured a photon, its response will be the same, regardless of the photon's wavelength (Fig. 1) . Thus, two monochromatic lights at different wavelengths may evoke identical responses from the L cone (Fig. 1b) . But because the cone spectral sensitivities are broad and overlapping, the M and S cones will also be activated, to different degrees, by the two lights. The triplet of cone responses will therefore be different for these two monochromatic lights, and so the perceived colours of the two lights will be different. Any two light spectra that evoke the same triplet of cone responses will appear identical in colour; such lights are called metamers.
In the natural world, most lights, whether reflected from objects or emanating directly from a light source, are not monochromatic; that is, they contain many wavelengths. Because we have only the three cone types, each responsive to a broad segment of the spectrum, we cannot resolve the individual wavelengths of such natural spectra. Nonetheless, we can discriminate many millions of colours, corresponding to millions of distinct cone-response triplets.
This much of colour vision is schoolbook stuff. It does not go much beyond Young's fundamental insight into human trichromacy in 1802: "Each sensitive filament of the nerve may consist of three portions, one for each principal colour [red, yellow, and blue] . . . each of the particles is capable of being put in motion more or less forcibly by undulations differing less or more from perfect unison." Since then, our knowledge of the perceptual subtleties of colour vision has vastly increased, as has our understanding of the neurophysiology underlying colour vision. Yet there is still an immense gap between the two; we are a long way from explaining many perceptual phenomena of colour vision in terms of specific neurophysiological mechanisms. In fact, perhaps the only certain link between perception and physiology is that the three cone types in the retina provide the basic trichromatic code (see blue box).
Colour perception and the brain
So what is known about the further stages of colour perception, in which the millions of cone-response triplets are processed in the brain? It is pervasively believed that there are four unique 'hues' -red, green, blue, and yellow -perceived in opponent pairs (red or green and blue or yellow). The four hues are defined traditionally as unique because they "cannot be further described by the use of hue names other than their own." Unique yellow is neither red nor green, whereas non-unique chartreuse may be described as a yellowish-green.
In the 1970s, it was proposed that the perception of unique hues is directly subserved by 'colouropponent' neurons (reflecting the opponent hues) which mediate a second stage of colour coding, beyond the cones -an attractive claim in that it explicitly links perception with physiology. In fact, we can be sure of neither the perceptual nor the neurophysiological sides of that link. The evidence for exactly two opponent hue pairs is controversial at best, and although the wealth of neurophysiological data on colour processing beyond the cones supports the existence of coneopponent neurons, the nature and extent of the re-coding into opponent hues is still debated.
Neurophysiological dogma holds that the cone-triplet code is immediately transformed into the second stage code by three types of neuron that add and/or subtract cone responses, creating three cardinal The amino acid sequences of the human L-and M-cone photopigments differ by only 4%. This explains why anomalies in colour vision typically arise from variations in these photopigments. Roughly 2% of the male population lack either the L or M cone, and hence are dichromats; many more are anomalous trichromats. Any one male with 'normal' trichromatic vision may carry several different types each of Lcone and M-cone photopigment. 'Colour blindness' is thus an inadequate term to describe the varieties of colour vision that humans possess.
Trichromacy is also an inadequate concept for the colour vision of other species: chickens normally possess four distinct cone types, and some stomatopod crustaceans may see an almost unimaginable multitude of colour dimensions, by virtue of having at least 12 distinct photopigment types.
'Normal' colour vision
'axes': L-M, S-(L+M), and L+M; known as the red-green (tritanopic), blue-yellow (deuteranopic) and luminance, or brightness, channels, respectively. Colour thus exists in an abstract, three-dimensional space, in which any colour has a 'location' determined by its position relative to the three cardinal axes (Fig. 2) .
Neurons that embody these three channels have indeed been characterized electrophysiologically in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN; the somewhat mysterious but essential way-station for visual signals travelling between the retina and visual cortex), but the evidence for the existence of just these three types of channel is weak. In fact, although the spectral sensitivities of colour-encoding neurons in the LGN tend to cluster along the L-M and S-(L+M) axes, they are highly variable. Furthermore, there is little evidence for a distinct luminanceencoding neuron in the LGN. In the primary visual cortex -an area arguably 'closer' to perception than the LGN -the spectral sensitivities of colour-encoding cells are much more scattered, with no clustering along the cardinal axes.
Sophisticated psychophysical experiments also support the existence of a second-stage recoding of the cone triplets in terms of the three cardinal axes. But the complication is that the cardinal axes do not align with the axes predicted by linking the traditionally defined complementary pairs of hues (Fig.  2b) , so the neurons representing these axes cannot account for the perception of unique hues. Even more recent experiments requiring human observers to make colour matches after adapting to coloured lights demonstrate that the cardinal axes are not themselves unique, and that there may be many more than three cardinal types of neuron involved in recoding cone responses. Thus, both neurophysiological and psychophysical evidence point to multiple mechanisms encoding colour, each tuned to a distinct axis, or direction, in colour 'space' and each independently susceptible to adaptation. Faith in the four unique hues, or in any fixed set of universal colour categories, must be faith only, without firm empirical justification.
Colour contrast and constancy
The colours we see at one time depend on those we saw moments before. Likewise, the colours we see at one place in an image depend on the surrounding colours. Two lights in a black void that evoke equal cone responses will appear the same, but not if they are lights reflected from surfaces and the surfaces are embedded in different contexts. In other words, our colour percepts of surfaces are not governed simply by the cone-response triplets at one time in one place.
Context affects surface colour appearance in two main ways: contrast and constancy. The term 'simultaneous colour contrast' refers to the influence of nearby colours on each other: a grey disc appears tinged with red when seen against a green background, but tinged with green when against a red background. The effects of colour contrast have been documented and artistically exploited for centuries, but only recently have their astonishing range and subtlety been explored in depth. For example, we have recently learned that the seemingly inconsequential addition of distant white dots in a green background field may significantly alter the appearance of a central yellow test patch.
The term 'colour constancy' describes our ability to perceive a surface (in a fixed context) as unchanging in colour even under enormous changes in the colour of the illuminating light (Fig. 3) . It is fundamental to the colour vision of humans and other primates, and of many other animals, from goldfish to honeybees. The computational problem underlying colour constancy -that of how to extract an invariant colour descriptor of a surface from the changing light signal it reflectshas long fascinated vision scientists. All proposed solutions compute estimates of the colour of the illuminant -in order to discount it -by taking samples of reflected light from at least several surfaces in a scene. Thus, colour constancy, like colour contrast, would seem to Magazine R401 Figure 2 (a) The cardinal axes of second-stage colour encoding, defined as the 'cone-opponent' channels S-(L+M) and L-M, and the luminance channel L+M. In theory, only one type of neuron is needed to represent each cardinal axis, so colour may be encoded as the activities of just these three types of neuron.
(b) A slice through the three-dimensional space in (a) at one brightness level, illustrating how the perceptual dimensions of hue and saturation vary when the luminance is the same. Note that the blue-yellow (B-Y) axis, as predicted from the 'unique hues' idea, deviates from the vertical cardinal axis (S-L+M). Where in the brain, and how, would such interactions take place? Zeki has argued that neurons in V4, a visual area relatively high in the presumed hierarchy of processing from retinal signal to percept, possess the appropriate properties to mediate colour constancy: in particular, they have large receptive fields capable of summing inputs from a large region of retinotopic space, and unchanging responses to surfaces that appear unchanged in colour to a human observer, irrespective of the actual wavelength composition of light reflected from the surface. In support of the argument for V4 as the site of colour constancy, monkeys experimentally deprived of V4 perform badly on colour constancy tasks, whereas they perform normally on hue-discrimination tasks.
Whether or not a discrete cortical locus of colour constancy exists in humans is still an open question. Perhaps the only evidence hinting at the existence of a colour constancy centre is from a patient who, inflicted with cortical damage by a viral encephalitis, retains some basic ability to discriminate colours but cannot perceive surface colours as the same under changing light sources.
The purpose of colour
A tenet of vision science has been that colour is analysed separately from other attributes of objects, in a distinct neurophysiological pathway, as if the visual system took on colour as an evolutionary afterthought, painting it on to surfaces only after their other, more crucial properties had been properly registered and analysed. In support of this notion, people with the rare condition of cerebral achromatopsia, who see no colour at all, may still recognize objects and negotiate the world relatively easily. Recently, this tenet has been undermined by psychophysical results demonstrating that colour is not analysed separately from object motion, but indeed may contribute strongly to the perception of motion, and by neurophysiological results showing that neurons in certain visual areas simultaneously encode colour and form. Colour is proving deeply integral to vision.
One may still ask "what is colour for?" That question is now being tackled by evolutionary biologists. The emerging answers are perhaps not surprising, given the importance of food and sex for survival, and the fact that perhaps the most salient natural colours for animals appear on fruits, vegetables, and strutting males.
Recent results strongly suggest that the ancient divergence between L and M cone photopigments, leading to primate trichromacy, enabled us better to find ripe red fruits amongst green leaves. Although we are still a long way from solving the old philosophical conundrum "Do you see the same colours as I see?", we can be confident that colour vision is not merely a luxury best studied by leisurely, arcane rumination but is rather a vital part of visual perception that may lead us to a deeper understanding of the brain. Edwin Land's dramatic still-life demonstrations in the early 1970s generated particular interest in the phenomenon of colour constancy. Land illuminated a fruit bowl with three coloured lights (red, green and blue) and measured the light spectra reflected by a green apple and a yellow banana, as in (a). He then adjusted the relative strengths of the three illuminating lights (b), so that the yellow banana now reflected exactly the spectrum of light that the green apple had previously reflected. Yet the banana continued to appear yellow, and the apple continued to appear green. A photograph of (b) taken with an ordinary camera would record the banana as green.
